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Mr. Mayor and members of Hamilton City Council,

I am writing you today to sincerely ask that in budget deliberations, you take under advisement
the very practical and ever-present need to ensure we as a city invest in improving accessibility
in Hamilton.
One very important element in this is maintaining the funding for the 10 Year Local Transit
Strategy. As established in the 2018 budget proceedings and many of the delegations, including
one that I had presented, withholding the increased annual funding in this plan has already once
before resulted in a transit crisis. Transit users like myself were faced with frequently cancelled
buses, overcrowded buses, and extremely late buses while trying to get to school, work, or
around the City of Hamilton. When a bus is at full capacity, or near full capacity, it often cannot
accommodate a rider using a mobility device. If Hamilton ever returns to another transit crisis, I
question whether it is truly appropriate to advertise our buses as “fully accessible” if the buses
become consistently too full to accommodate riders with mobility devices. Annual funding
increases along this transit strategy plan is linked to the HSR’s success this past year in arriving
on time, consistently, and getting us where we need to go in the city. Transit should be an ideal
and primary choice for people to get around a bustling and ambitious city like Hamilton, and the
only way to encourage more people to use transit services is to ensure that services are funded so
that the HSR can consistently meet the needs of riders.
Another issue that should be top of mind in budget deliberations is funding sidewalk
maintenance across the City of Hamilton. The Disability Justice Network of Ontario launched a
“Snow and Tell” campaign this past winter season. This organization was highlighting the gross
accessibility challenges facing people using mobility devices, people using strollers to get around
with young children, and people in general who have difficulty walking through inches of snow
and snow banks along unmaintained sidewalks. Hamilton should not advertise itself as the best
place to raise a child and age successfully if it is only possible for everyone to use our sidewalks
during seasons without snow.
The most common reason I feel would arise in the debate of whether or not the City of Hamilton
would maintain sidewalks is that it will cost taxpayers more money than members of Council
feel they are willing to pay for such a service. I would like to reiterate that this is not just a
decision to have the city clear the sidewalks, it is a commitment and step in the right direction
from the City of Hamilton that we ensure everyone using our sidewalks can do so regardless of
what device they may be using. The City of Hamilton prides itself in its branding as “The
Ambitious City”, but there is nothing ambitious about a city inaccessible to pedestrians.
It is with this that I urge all of Council to not only advance into the next year of 10 Year Local
Transit Strategy funding, but to also invest all funding needed to provide sidewalk snow removal
maintenance.
Thank you for taking the time to consider the items I have brought forward today, and I look
forward to hearing your debate on these items in the near future.
Deanna Allain
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5.5
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Wednesday, February 6, 2019 - 9:38 pm

==Committee Requested==
Committee: General Issues Committee

==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Don McLean
Name of Organization:
Contact Number:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:
Reason(s) for delegation request: 2019 Budget - Public
delegations day on February 11, 2019
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? Yes
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5.6
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Thursday, February 7, 2019 - 6:05 am

==Committee Requested==
Committee: General Issues Committee
==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Ute Schmid-Jones
Name of Organization: Member, Hamilton 350 and Member,
Hamilton Blue Dot
Contact Number:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:

Reason(s) for delegation request: I would like to delegate to
council during the Monday, January 11th General Issues
Committee regarding the Budget, asking that they vote to
continue to commit funding and increasing resources to HSR.
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? No
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5.7
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Thursday, February 7, 2019 - 9:25 am

==Committee Requested==
Committee: General Issues Committee
==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Dr. James S. Quinn
Name of Organization: Environment Hamilton
Contact Number: 905 525-9140 x23194
Email Address: quinn@mcmaster.ca
Mailing Address:
Reason(s) for delegation request: I would like to speak
the issue of Transit
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? Yes

to
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5.8
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Thursday, February 7, 2019 - 9:57 am

==Committee Requested==
Committee: General Issues Committee
==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Caitlin Thompson
Name of Organization:
Contact Number:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:

Reason(s) for delegation request: Show support for
increasing HSR transit budget and need for more reliable and
support for HSR from the City
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? No
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5.9
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Thursday, February 7, 2019 - 11:29 am

==Committee Requested==
Committee: General Issues Committee
==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Erinne Acciaroli and May Toth
Name of Organization: Retired Teacher and Retired Nurse
Contact Number:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:

Reason(s) for delegation request:
Accessibility in Municipal Public Places - Shlomit Erinne
Women's Health Care and Socialiization – May
Transportation Dealing with Coyote Problem
We received notice of this by email Feb, 6/19 for the
Delegation Day, Mon, Feb, 11/19
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? No
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TO STAR
Doctors should
follow patients

beyond the
hospital room
ARNAV AGARWAL
ANDSHAU YATARAN
OPINION

Many medica oriented TV shows and books

take pl ce in hospitals. They often start ith the
screaming sirens of an mbula ce ulling up to

hospital and end (at least, the happy stories)
ith people walking out, better for it. In the
middle, the stories revolve around extravagant
technolog , heroic surgeries, and harrowing life
and death moments.
However, most medical care isn t provided in
hospitals. As diseases move from acute to chron¬
ic (think cancer, diabetes, he rt failure), patients
receive a larger roportion of their care in the
com unity. They rely increasingly on services
such as CCAC (Community Care Access Cen¬
tre), which maintain a relatiyely li ited pres¬
ence in the hospital.
Physicians now devote considerable time to
n vigating patients tow rd the most appropriate
discharge destinations. The possibilities seem
endless: patients maybe sent to rehab centres,
nursing homes, retirement homes, comple
continuing care facilities, or home ith com u¬
nity sup orts, for example. But where to send

any given patient?
This is not an easy question and it is compli¬

cated by the fact that many hysicians do not
know how these sites a d services work, beyond
a superficial understanding.
As internal medicine residents we ca e to

recognize this while on the clinical teaching unit
of a busy downto n Toronto hospital. A patient
presented in florid heart failure, nable to walk
or even breathe because of the extra fluid pool¬

ing in his legs and lungs. We admitted him a d
fi ally, after days of treatment, he was able to
move a d breathe again.

Despite his motivation to walk independently
ain there was still much work to be done. We

submitted an application for transfer to physical
rehabilitation, and prepared ourselves for the
arduous wait for a placement.
One afternoon the patient asked, hat does
rehab look like? Silence. Tm just nervous
about it” he said. What does a day in rehab look

lilce? What kind of food do they give us? Will my
wife be able to visit me everyday?” More silence.
“How many weeks re they plannin on keeping
me? I wonder when they’ll take me when will
I o?”
We always seem to have an answer for his
medical concerns. But now, when asked about
how his care would look outside the hospital,
there were no answers. We didn t truly un¬
derstand where he was oing.
This is problematic. Patients rely on physicians

to guide their health care trajectories. hile the
expertise of other health specialists physio¬
therapists, occupational therapists, speech
pathologists, social workers and others is

invaluable, physicians are legally and practically
the most responsible pro iders for patients in
the hospital.
Yet, most physicians get little to no exposure to
rehabilitation institutions, long-term care facil¬
ities and nursin homes. 1
How can they make safe, ap ropriate and

informed discharge decisions without insight
into how those destinations look, nd what they
have to offer?
To remedy this problem, medical residents and
early doctors should be encouraged to spend

part of their traini g learning how com u ity
establish ents function for inst nce, by
directly participating in clinical placements.
They should follo their patients to better un¬
derstand the services they receive beyond hospi¬
tal walls.
By e periencing the day-to-day lives of
patients, residents may embrace the opportuni¬
ties and limitations these com unit avenues
offer. The next patient they discharge will have a
safer, more nua ced care plan when they leave,
and a better u derstandin of where they are
going.
It is no s retch to imagine that failed disposi¬

tion lans or delays in establishing reliable dis¬
charges are what keep atients in hospital sig¬
nifica tly longer tha necessar , or bring them
back all too often. lmost 4,000 beds are occu¬
pied by patients awaiting transfer to long-term
care, rehabilitation, or other such institutions.

Medically inactive patients can fill up to 10 large
hospitals in Ontario alone.
To make these changes possible, medical train¬
ing paradigms should evolve to impart knowl¬
edge of com unity services. Moreover, experi¬

ence beyond the alls of the hos ital should be
valued in the same way as t aditional wardbased clinical e erience.
hile this is not an easy proposition, such
changes would not only hel physicians, but
would improve patient care and that is re son
enou h.
Arnav Agarwal and Shaurya Taran are internal medi¬
cine resident physicians at the University of Toronto.
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5.10
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Thursday, February 7, 2019 - 12:29 pm

==Committee Requested==
Committee: General Issues Committee
==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Ian Borsuk
Name of Organization: Environment Hamilton
Contact Number:
Email Address: iborsuk@environmenthamilton.org
Mailing Address:
Reason(s) for delegation request: I wish to delegate on the
2019 budget on February 11th's "public delegation day".
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? No
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5.11
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Friday, February 8, 2019 - 10:25 am

==Committee Requested==
Committee: General Issues Committee
==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Judith Bishop
Name of Organization:
Contact Number:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:
Reason(s) for delegation request: To speak at the budget
hearings on Monday February 11 with regard to children's
issues
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? No
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5.12
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Friday, February 8, 2019 - 12:49 pm

==Committee Requested==
Committee: General Issues Committee
==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Sarah Jama
Name of Organization: Disability Justice Network of Ontario
Contact Number: 2896800178
Email Address: sarah@djno.ca
Mailing Address: 423 King Street East
Reason(s) for delegation request: Speaking to the
importance of budgeting re: snow removal and accessible
transit
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? No
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5.13
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Friday, February 8, 2019 - 11:59 am

==Committee Requested==
Committee: Board of Health
==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Jon Davey
Name of Organization:
Contact Number:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:

Reason(s) for delegation request: I would like to speak to
the February 11th Special GIC budget committee about the
need to make climate change a top priority.
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? No
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5.14
Form: Request to Speak to Committee of Council
Submitted on Friday, February 8, 2019 - 12:50 pm

==Committee Requested==
Committee: General Issues Committee
==Requestor Information==
Name of Individual: Sean Hurley
Name of Organization:
Contact Number:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:
Reason(s) for delegation request: Budget Transit
Will you be requesting funds from the City? No
Will you be submitting a formal presentation? No
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Thank you for affording me the
opportunity to speak today, Mr. Mayor,
Deputy Mayor, Councilors, Staff and
assembled residents.
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Amalgamated Transit Union - Local 107

1005 King St East Hamilton, Ontario L8M 1C6
Submitted by ATU Local 107 on Feb.ll 2019
As the proud President of ATU Local 1071 have the honour of representing the more than
800 transit professionals who operate and maintain the HSR in Hamilton.
2019 marks the 120th anniversary of this partnership bet een ATU and HSR, more than a
century of providing, advocating, and fighting for a better transit system on behalf of our
members and more importantly our passengers and your constituents.
Over the past 120 years of operating Hamilton's transit system, we have consistently
fought for adequate funding and investment for our City's transit system and we are not
about to stop now.

In this 2019 budget we are requesting that this budget committee and council to stick to its
10 year transit strategy as we believe it is working and as the recent report from the transit

Director shows ridership growth is trending up.
I have heard some Councillor's express concerns that growth hasn t matched the level of
investment. I say 3 % years of investment isn’t going to instantly reverse 20 years of
deferred enhanced investment. In a lot of ways our Hamilton street railway company is like

the little engine that could in that no matter what obstacle s you put in our way we will
climb that escarpment.
It is no coincidence that I use a train as my analogy because 2019 is a critical year for

Hamilton s LRT and one of the greatest investments for our City in a lifetime.
A billion or Billion plus investment in our future requires due diligence to ensure the
greatest return for our community and the best overall integrated city wide transit system
for our residents.

To do this you must ensure that you provide a big city service staffed by transit
professionals rather that the lowest paid from the lowest bidders. One of the highly rated
benefits of this project were the reported "good jobs" that were supposed to come with it.
I am here today to state on the record that the only good jobs we see in this industry come
with the long-term benefits of well paying unionized jobs that include health benefits and
pensions.
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As a local we also fully support the other reported communit benefits such as affordable
housing on excess lands and apprenticeship programs for at risk members of our

community. This was captured in the previous motion passed by counsel in 2018 and I urge
you to stand by that motion.

My members and passengers along with the more than 8000 Hamilton signatures to the
Keep Transit Public campaign are counting on it.

(See Motion Attached)
I know this is contentious but the other critical issue I wish to address today is the need to
eliminate area rating to ensure the expedited growth of transit ridership which I remind
you is needed to sustain a billion dollar plus LRT system.
As you are aware the most potential for growth of ridership is in those areas that have
experienced development.

Hamilton has experienced unprecedented development of residential growth in Binbrook,
Waterdown and Glanbrook where thousands of new homes have been built along with
development of Industrial and employment lands in Medowlands, Redhill, Ancaster or Mt
Hope Business parks just to mention a few.

Failure to recognise this immediate need is negligent as it will directly contribute to the
creation of second and third generational car drivers and can drastically impact the
environment for generations to come. Not to mention the limits it put on access to vital
employment lands for our most vulnerable citizens who can t afford a car or are dependent
on public transit.

I am a Proud Hamiltonian and just like you I am committed to ensuring Hamilton is a world
class City that has a fully integrated and connected transit system that allows full access to
every corner of this great cit for ALL
If you are a young construction worker who is trying to get to work on the new

subdivisions being built in Binbrook or Glancaster;; or a butcher who wants to apply for a
job at Highland packers or Mapleleaf Meats which by the way was built here on a promise
of public transit access in 2014 that you still hasn t been delivered on; or a student living in
several parts of Flamborough, Dundas or Stoney Creek who has just been accepted into
Mohawk Collage or McMaster University, we will get you access thru our world class

publicly funded transit system.
That is our goal and this is the vision... it's up to you to make it happen with responsible
growth and development that includes ongoing investment in the annual operations of
Public Transit.
Thank you.
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CITY OF HAMILTON
OTICE OF M O T I O N
Committee Date: Dec. 18, 2017

MOVED BY COUNCILLOR M. GREEN
SECONDED BY COUNCILLOR
Good Jobs and Community Benefits:
Re: Operations and Maintenance of Hamilton LRT

WHEREAS at the Special General Issues Committee Light Rail Transit LRT Report
17-016, ated August 9, 2017, the following motion was passed which was
subsequently ratified by Hamilton City Council as follows:
"That staff be directed to advise Metrolinx that the forthcoming operating and maintenance
agreement betwee the City of Hamilton an Metrolinx for Light Rail Transit should include the
Hamilton Street Railway as the party responsible to operate and maintain the new Light Rail
Transit line, and any other future transit expansion, in the city of Hamilton.

AND WHEREAS, both the government of the province of Ontario and Metrolinx raised
official concerns with the above motion, which in turn led to Hamilton Council directing
staff on December 1, 2017, to advise on the potential responsibilities, risks and

obligations of a DBFM versus a DBFO model;

AND WHEREAS, Staff Report Operation and aintenance of the Hamilton Light Rail
Transit (LRT) System (PED17185/HUR17024) (City Wide) submitted December 1, 2017
by LRT Project Coordination Planning and Economic Development Department Mr.
Paul Johnson recommending that the ke risks and responsibilities associated with a
DBFM model are below.
On March 28,2017, staff prepare an information report on the Light Rail Transit (LRT)
Procurement Model (PED17030), which sets out some of the key differences between DBFOM
and DBF delivery models. Key differences between the delivery models were summarized in a
table appended to that report, and is re-attached hereto with updates to reflect further labour
relations analysis, as Appendix "B to Report PED17185/HUR17024.
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AND WHEREAS, Council is required to indicate a preference between the DBFM and
DBFOM process by January 24, 2018;

WHEREAS Council has further been advised by way of Metrolinx s procurement policy
that HSR is prohibited from bidding for the maintenance work on the new LRT
expansion under current provincial regulations;

AND WHEREAS ATU 107 have been and remain an integral contributor to the growth
and prosperity of our city of Hamilton by providing safe, afford ble and efficient Public
Transit for almost 120 years and have maintained stable labour relations in the
community;

AND WHEREAS the City and ATU Local 107 had previously collectively bargained and
ratified language in their collective agreement extending Local 107 s bargaining rights in
the event that, transit in Hamilton was extended or otherwise expanded by the City of

Hamilton;
AND WHERAS the agreement specifically referred to a Letter of Understanding
between the parties described as Re: Alternative Services Delivery New Services

(Appendix A);
AND WHEREAS the City further recognizes and acknowledges it s existing and
subsequent collective bargaining agreements and commitments with the ATU and it s

Local 107 including, but not limited to the Letter of Understanding referenced above;
And WHEREAS, the City has a recognized obligation under such collective agreement
for recognition of this obligation for operations and maintenance of the new LRT line as

proposed by Metrolinx without any further delay to the RFP process.
WHEREAS, The following motion was introduced Light Rail Transit Sub-Committee
January 30, 2017 Report 17-001 at General Issues Committee - February 15, 2017
That staff be directed to report back to the LRT Sub-Committee on a framework for a

Community Benefits Agreement focussing on, but not limited to: affordable housing,
employment, local procurement and environmental improvement
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THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT

1 THAT THE CITY OF HAMILTON ENSURE IN ITS CONTRACT WITH METROLINX
AND/OR PROJECTCO THAT
a) ProjectCo shall be required to contractually recognize that they assume
operations as a successor employer pursuant to the Labour Relations Act and
therefore enter into a legally enforceable written voluntary recognition agreement

with Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 107 for bargaining rights for all ProjectCo
LRT employees below the rank of Supervisor employed in the operations and
maintenance of Hamilton s LRT.

b) That the Fair Wage Schedule be amended to include the Total Hourly
Compensation for all positions set out in Schedule A of the collective

agreement between the City and Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 107. Totally
Hourly Compensation to be determined pursuant to the formula set out in Section
3 of the Fair Wage Policy.
c) That ProjectCo agree to abide by the amended Fair Wage Policy and the
amended Fair Wage Schedule.

d) That ProjectCo agree to provide LRT employees all benefits at or above those
set out in the collective agreement between the City and Amalgamated Transit
Union, Local 107.

e) That, pursuant to section 6 of the OMERS Act, ProjectCo enter into an
agreement with the City to provide municipal transit services and that ProjectCo
seek status as an OMERS Associated Employer, and that ProjectCo LRT
employees be enrolled in OMERS, In the event that ProjectCo is denied status
as an Associated Employer, that ProjectCo provide to its employee s pension
rights equivalent to OMERS membership. /j , ,

0LW ki <kxkc J

2. That Metrolinx confirm that within the Request For P illlll rt process, that up to 2
representatives from the Hamilton Community Benefits Network be present for the

Community Benefits presentations by the qualified bidders for information and to
provide community feedback.
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Appendix A

Letter of Understanding with the City of Hamilton Re:
Alternative Service Delivery New Services:

A Request for Proposal (RFP) for a private contract for the provision of transit service
will be prepared by HSR management. HSR management will prepare an internal bid
for provision of the service together with the ATU based on:
(a) Wage - maximum Step 1 Bus Operator rate and a 70-hour bi-weekly guarantee; 88

(b) (c)
Benefits - "X" % of Step I Bus Operator rate; All other costs including overheads,
maintenance, capital depreciation, etc., costed at -"X" % of Step 1 Bus Operator rate.

The internal ATU b d will be sealed and opened publicly with private sector
submissions. Award of the bid will be solely on the basis of lowest cost with the
understanding that if the ATU bid is within 10% of the lowest bid, ATU will be awarded

the contract. (3) (2)
Conversion of Existing Services to Alternate Service Delivery
It is agreed that any conversion of existing fixed route conventional transit services from

the date of ratification of a Collective Agreement will be exclusively ATU work. The new
service will be posted for bid to current Operators. The wage rate and bi-weekly
guarantee will be that of the Operator who successfully bids this work. Additional duties
may be assigned to the Operator as determined necessary by Management such as the
use of a cellular phone to ta e bookings without access to wage premium(s).

MAI TENANCE DIVISION
In ad ition, the Company further agrees that the Engineering Maintenance Divis on will
not contract out more than 10% of its annual gross operating budget as approved each
year by City Council. Warranty and capital projects are excluded from this clause. This

letter will remain in effect for the term of the agreement. Note: It is agreed that
unconventional transit service shall include demand responsive service, community bus
service and flexible routing bus service.

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING - CONTRACTING OUT
All conventional fixed route transit services within the Urban Transit Service Area will be
assigned to AT.U. Local 107
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2019 Budget
General Issues Committee
February 11, 2019
Don McLean
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Temperature differences from normal around the globe for the planet
averaged over the past five years (2014-2018). (NASA)
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http://www.nationalobserver.com/2016/05/03/analysis/mind-climate-gap-mr-trudeau
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UK Guardian Sept 27, 2018
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UK Guardian Oct 8 2018
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UK Guardian Jan 7 2019
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UK Guardian Feb 6 2019
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UK Guardian Feb 4, 2019
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UK Guardian – February 10, 2019
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Transit Improvements
An effective way to cut CO2 emissions

James S. Quinn, PhD
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Fossil Fuel
Industry

Humans focus on the here and now and discount the future!

Next Next few
week Years

Lifetime

Children’s
lifetime
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Predictions by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC )
are underestimates of rate and magnitude
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IPCC underestimated impacts (earlier reports)
Underestimated impacts

What they missed

• Temperature ↑

• Melting of arctic permafrost
 Release of methane and CO2
• Unrecognized environmental
interactions

• Arctic ice melting
• Ice sheets (Greenland, Antarctica)
• Sea level rise

• Lubrication, ice cracks, sliding of
ice sheets
• Left out Greenland/Antarctic ice
sheet contributions to reach
consensus.
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IPCC reports underestimate rate and severity
of climate change!
• IPCC 2018 states that we have 11 years to gain control of and
significantly reduce emissions to avoid devastating climate change
effects.
• This is real
• This is dangerous
• THIS IS A CRISIS!
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Improve Transit and Keep it affordable!
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Federal and provincial governments are not
awake!

•It is up to us and you, our municipal
representatives.
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Apply the CO2 reduction lens to decisions.

Transit

Everything

Reduce CO2 emissions like our future depends on it

It does!
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Source: www.climateatlas.ca
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“A society grows great when old
people plant trees in whose shade
they know they shall never sit.”
– ancient greek proverb
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Join other cities, like Halifax and Vancouver
declaring climate change an emergency.
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Priorities in the climate crisis.
• housing intensification with lower minimum parking requirements and a
ban on suburban sprawl

• much more funding for public transportation and replacement of the
entire diesel fleet with electric

• emergency implementation of VisionZero. Because we know that the

demand for zero emission, active transportation can be unlocked if we
make it safe for pedestrian, bicycles and light vehicles to use our roads.

• Plant trees. All temperature increases that the climate models forecast are
increased by a further 2˚C in urban centres due to heat islands.

• There is a 7 fold increase in air travel emissions predicted in the coming

decade. And when you see ads telling everyone they can travel from
Hamilton to Vancouver for $99 it isn’t hard to understand how. Apply a
municipal carbon levy on flights that leave Hamilton airport and invest in
CO2 reduction elsewhere in the city.

• Partner with industry to capture carbon emissions as well as production
heat for use in generating electricity
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Greta Thunberg

“We have not come here to beg world leaders to care. You have ignored us
in the past and you will ignore us again. We have come here to let you
know that change is coming. If you like it or not.”
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Thank you

